24” Round Retrofit Main Drain Cover
Unblockable, ASME/ANSI A112.19.8-2007
"Submerged Suction Outlet"

• Intended as a replacement for most existing 8" round Main Drain Covers
• Can be installed underwater or with pool drained
• Meets the definition of "unblockable suction outlet" and does not require multiple outlets or secondary devices, although secondary safety is recommended.
• Installation on floor applications only
• Flow rates up to 117.8 GPM
• Not to be used with any field built sumps; only to be used with the typical fabricated 8" main drain sumps unless the field built sumps can be suitably modified
• 7 year cover life
• Certified to ASME/ANSI A112.19.8-2007 standards.

See www.horizonpoolsupply.com for more information & to buy online.